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The history of the generation ship

called Solar Wind starts over 4

centuries ago, when it left Earth

in search of alien life.

Only 3 years later, a tremendous

shock propagated through the ship.
Damage was minimal. But the Solar

system had disappeared.

No constellation

looked familiar...



The current theory is that the Solar

Wind entered a worm hole.

To this date, the astronomy

department has failed to determine

their location relative to earth.

A century ago, humanity encountered alien

life, in the form of the Rhin'Olof and the

Grobolt.

This is often the point at which

the history lesson is interrupted by

a student arguing against the usage

of Earth years to describe Solar Wind

events, as it has always used metric

time keeping.



So. About 13 gigasecond after leaving Earth, the Solar

Wind has halted close to a promising planet.

Anything
more than what

the Solar Wind could
read?

No. Trace elements may suggest

an industrial civilisation, but that debris

field makes getting better readings

impossible.

Still better
than what my great-
grandfather had,
back in his days.

Your
greatgrand-

father?

He lead

the first team

to set foot on

Blanka. They

didn't even know

there was life

on the planet.

We don't
know

either, but
we know

there's a
chance...

Take us in.



Shouldn't

we suit up?

If we get hit

by something that

gets through the hull,

we're pulp, suit

or no suit.

Don't worry. We've got

a subset of the F-A.I., and

second De Laroche is

the best pilot there is.

Second, eh? Not

many of those

around.

There's a fair

lot of them among

the pilots.

The cardinal

ranks don't

fly.



We're through. Where do you want

me to land?

Any more
signs of life?

Give the computer

a moment...

No radio in

any case.

Right.
Three candidates.
Let's pick the
sunny one.



... if there's intelligent life, we

try to avoid all contact, get as

many audio samples of their speech

as possible and come back with a

proper diplomacy team when the

translator supports their

language.

Yes, yes, we all read

the memo. Let's go,

shall we.

Sunny, yes,
but chilly with all

this wind.

Makes this

area unlikely to

be inhabited, I

suppose.

Makes
sense. Err...



I guess

that answers

the alien

intelligence

questions.

Not entirely.

It could be

automated. They

could have

gone extinct

by now.

Let's

assume they

didn't.

Lucky thing

that system didn't

mistake our shuttle

for a meteorite.

Any chance on

pinpointing the launch

position of that

missile?

Maybe the

shuttle has

recorded its

trajectory.

Right.

Let's go back,

then.

Unf!



Against the wall!

All of you! Now! I don't think

the Fifth will survive

a fall like that...

Did you see how

many they were?

No.

Look,

I don't want us

to get into a

fight.

We just

did.



We turn around.

Avoid them. Go!

Right.

What?! No! Stay h...

Unh!
Gasp!

We're

surrounded!

Yes.

How did

you know?

It's what

I'd do.

Tactics are

tactics.

They're aliens!

You don't know if they think

the way we think.



Right. And

what's your...

tactical advice,

Fifth?

You two could

start by pulling

your guns.

Or we can

start by trying

to talk to them.

Hello?!

Do you hear me?!

Please don't shoo...

Unf

I guess it

was worth

a try...

If you

say so,

Fourth.

We're kind

of stuck

here,

aren't

we?



Can we

contact the

shuttle?

The Third
had the comm.

I could
try to disarm

them.

You? Alone?

I'm in security.

Um. Ok.

Right.

Huh?

Unf!



Doing something

didn't work.

I choose to do

nothing.

!

Unf!





Later.

Grmbl

?

Unf...

Where are we?

I don't
know.



What's with

the others? Out cold, I assume.
I just came around
myself.

Right.

I've got a very clean

nick in my hand I don't

remember getting.

Now that you

mention it, me too.

Same
hand.

Yours is a lot

more recentt than

mine, though.

I don't think so.

Without medimplant,

mine only heals at the

natural pace.

Looks

like they

took

samples

of us.

They also took our guns.

So they must have

recognised them as such.

Their guns

look very diffe...

Wait a minute...



When

I attacked them... right

when I was about to fire...

I seemed to have

forgotten how to use

a gun.

The stress

of the moment, it can

happen.

No.
It was different.

I was the second to last to

be shot, and I have the least

body mass. Yet I woke up first.

That suggests variation in dose

or a different response to it.

They
could have gotten
an overdose. They
could be dead.

Yes...

your point

being?

Why were we chatting

about a scratch instead

of worrying about our

team mates?

Why haven't I still not

gotten up and checked

their pulse?!

Err...

Groan

Unfff...



You see,

they're

alive...

Are you

all right?

Perfect

timing...

Yeah.

Fine.

Where are we? We don't know.

What is

she doing?

Breathing tech-

niques, I think. Unf!



What are you

doing?!

You shouldn't!

Let her be.

If she wants

to stretch

her legs...

No. Let him

continue. Why

not?

She... she...

she just shouldn't!

Don't you think

that is a...

Fourth
...

Do I have

something on my

forehead?



What? No!

Of course not!

See? There's

something wrong with

her!

Told you!

Unf! Hm



There is something

on my forehead. I can

see it if I concentrate.

But try as I might,

I can't lift my hand

to it.

We're not behaving

rationally, that's... what

are you doing?

I... I don't know.

Oh...

Err...

Well done.



Odd.

No restrictions on

standing up any more.

Right!

Let's get

out of here!

Unf!

Yarg!

Hey! What was

that about?!
T-That wasn't me...

Like hell it wasn't!

You traitor!



You bastard! Careful.
C'mon, you two,

help me!

No. She teaches unarmed

combat. At A-Academy.

Even together, we are no

match for her.

Listen to me! All of us! We

have something on...

What now?
I think they can control

our actions. They are

keeping her from speaking.



Yurg!

Hrrun!
Nnow!

Err... right!

We'll come

back for you!

<D... don't

forget...>



Any

suggestions?

That way.

No! We

shouldn't! Exactly.

It's
the only

direction
I feel strongly
against taking
and I have no

reason
to.

But... but...

It's going up!

We'll get

stuck on the

roof!

I think

we're under-

ground. It's

where I'd live

on a planet

surrounded

by space

debris.

Fair point. Let's go! B... You too, Fifth.



Looks like you

were right.

They're not in

the habit of

locking their

doors, are

they. What?

Again?

They don't need to.

I can't walk any

further than this.

I'm fed up

with this. Gngngn...
Yarg!



What is it?

What happened?

Ulgg

? Auch!

There

really is

...

Huh?

... wow ...

Shsht! We need to

take the Fifth by

surprise. He's

heavily affected

by this device.

Eh?

Now!

What?!

Ouch!
There!

Nasty

thing.

Don't damage it.

My department will

want to analyse

them.



You alright?

I'm not sure.

My head hurts.

Fighting that

thing didn't

feel...

... healthy...

Let's go home.

Second De Laroche?

Do you

hear me?

Yes. What

took you so

long?

We got captured.

Do you have a fix on

our position? Can

you guide us to the

shuttle?

Yes, I can.

If you feel like

walking 37 km.

Right.

Can you do

a risk analysis

of picking us up

with the

shuttle?

Low risk to

the shuttle, high

risk on contact

with the aliens. They know we're

here, all right.

Come fetch us.



What happened?

Where is

the security

team?

Well...

One got

killed...

The other

betrayed us! Sided

with the aliens

against us!

I'll get her

for this! I

swear I'll...

What?
Later...

Let's get

out first.

Third, I think you'd

better sit in the

back too.

Second, when we're all

seated, lock our belts,

please, and don't

unlock them unless

there's a full security

team present.

We don't know how much

control they still have

over us.



Later
You really

think this is

necessary?

Yes, one. Until we're certain our

minds are our own again, you have to treat

us as a high security risk. Revoke all our

elevated access, reduce our priv level to

zero, lock us down at the first suspicious

behaviour.

Harumpf.
?

Hi there. I don't think

you should be

here.

Where is

Iarla?

She... err..

That rotten traitor's

still on that planet.

Good riddance!

Shush, you.
Don't listen

to him, dear.

We'll go

back for

her.

Is she

your mom?



I'm a gen-pres,

I don't have

a mom.

I want to

be her

student when

I'm big enough!

I want to

learn how

to fight like

her!

And why's that? ...

's none of

your business.

What was

that about? Kids today.

They find their

heroes in the

sillyest places.

Come. Meeting room

#8472. We have an

extensive debrief

to do.

To be continued.







All external

traffic has ceased.

We have the full

attention of the F-,

M- and T-AI's.

Trajectory confirmed. They emerged

from the debris field. From the

planet?

That we

can't tell.



Have you seen something like this in

the debris field or on the planet

surface?

No, One.

We could...

Do nothing.

Wait. Observe.

We won't be the first

to shoot.



Message from

Administration.

A login with

the credentials

of the captured

Fifth.

Told you

she's a traitor.

S-AI has

honey potted

them.

Order S-AI and T-AI to

try to loop back.

Carefully.

NO!



Have someone

detain him when

he reaches the

other side.

Fifth Hedfen would never

think of attacking the One

of Security.

Maybe those things

made him do it.

Maybe they still have

control over us.



She's right. Better

lock us down, One.

Yes...

Let's hope they can only

control people they had

access to.

S-AI got

into one of

them.

So they're

machines.



Um... inconclusive. Something

happened and the connection

broke before S-AI could

learn much.

Power up

one of the

fortified labs

in Delta-

Gondola.

If that globe

hasn't moved in

a myria-s, have

robots move it

to the lab.







<No> <No>

<No>



<J... just

shoot...>







So.

What can you

tell us?

But we've

only had

an hour!
We already have

some interesting

results.



The vessel

consists of two

components: a

mechanical

interior and an

outer layer of

Goo.

A

homogenous,

inactive mass,

filled with

loads of tiny

holes

irregular

microcavities.

We have no idea how it

changes shape...

No mechanical

elements, nothing

electrical, no

sign of chemical

reactions.

It's in the hands of the

Materials branch now.

They're

gonna have

fun with

that stuff.

Now, for

the inner

part.



Nothing

interesting in

the bill of

materials.
All alloys are

known to us.

The normal

components of a

space craft.

Respiratory

systems, heating,

pressurisation.

Only one

thing's missing.

Propulsion.

As far as we can tell,

this is only a life pod.

But we've seen

it manoeuvre!
Indeed.

No clue

how.



As for the pilots...

Pilots?!?
Saving the best

for last.

Four humanoids

matching the

description of

the planet team.

They were

unconscious but

alive when we

extracted them.

We're keeping them

out cold for now.

Prudent.

Have they been

examined?

Yes. Biologically,

they're very similar to

humans. Even more so

than Rhin'Olof or

Grobolt.

Barring

the whiskers.

They can

probably

digest

human food.



They have no

vocal system

and no hearing,

though.

None that

we have

found, in

any case.

And believe me, they have been

thoroughly scanned. The Xenobiology

branch have been dying to test their

newest equipment.

But while the brain

structures of

Humans, Rhin'Olof and

Grobolt are very

similar...

... theirs are radically

different.

We're not even sure

they're using that

part of their heads to

think with.



Prepare one of them to be

woken up. Tell Tech to

stop tinkering with their

translation system and

have it ready.

Which one?

What do you

mean?
Which one

do we

wake up?

The weakest

one.

They're all

rather

flimsy.

Not exactly

the physique of

a space pilot.

Notify us when

we can talk with

one of them.

That'll be

"never".

What?

No voice...

Just

do it,

Third.

Yes,

One.



Oh!



Err... Hello. I...

Oof...

Take it easy.
Keep calm

Sit down

Huh? I thought I

heard...

That was

you,

wasn't it?



?

I thought I

heard someone

speak, but

there was no

sound.

Vibrations.
Sound...?

In the air.
?

Err...

Oh!

But I don't have

to speak, do I?

No sound.
That's correct!

Pure thought.



The pattern!

You have finally come!

Expectations!

What do

you mean?

The Solar Wind.
A generation ship

Travelling.

Thinking.
with intelligent

people.

Life forms.

You can read

my mind?! Not

just what I'm

thinking?

I don't understand.

Same thing twice.

No difference.



You can see

everything in

my head?

Yes.
You are

open to me.

Sharing.

You have to be

kidding me...

The rumour?
! Is it true?

It's happening?

Joy!
Yes, it is!

It's time!

The pattern.
And this is him?

The forerunner.

Flimsy.
Rather weak

minded for

a space

traveller.

Mentality.

Faraway.

Pilot.





Too much noise.
Please, stop shouting!

Need silence.

? ? ?

I believe that

was telepathy. Hm...

Hm!

Order all

non-essential

people to

leave this

gondola.

!



Not polite.

I cannot

see you.

Unpleasant
conversation.

Shut down

the mirroring.

I'll take the conversation

from here. The two of you

try to think as little as

possible.

This is

Diplomacy

business.



...

Wow...

Can we think

again?
Well?

Enlighten us!

Let's assemble

the Council

of Ones.

Really?

It's

complicated.





To be continued...







You're joking.
It made more sense

when the pilot ... thought

it to me.

We'll need

new verbs for

this telepathy

thing.

It does make

sense that they're

not native to that

planet.

The impacts of

space debris

lower the chances

of a civilisation

emerging on it

significantly.

So you believe this story that

their ancestors hitched a lift

from another space travelling

species?

Why not?
Of course.

Ridiculous.

Um.

Well... I don't

know.



Whether or not their

origin mythology's

accurate is of lesser

importance.

Indeed.

What's more

pressing's what's

going to happen

next.

Next?

Their society is

organised in these kind

of... clans. Not

bloodkin, more... like

minded people.

Figures,

with

telepaths.

When an interstellar ship

passes by, one of

the clans is to go with it.

I didn't succeed in

understanding how they

decide which clan

should go, but I did

succeed in

understanding one

thing.

That clan

doesn't want

to go.



Or rather only doesn't

want to.

Clanleader

sadly single refuses

We do not see any

other option

than to

eliminate

her.

Can't think of

alternatives

assassinate

kil l

R. right.

Um. And how do you keep these

plans hidden if everyone can

read your mind?

We shield our thouhts,

just as our presence is shielded

by these rocks.

protect

close physical hidden

antitelepathic

Unf...

I'll let you rest.

You sustained a sig-

nificant injury.

leave you be

caught a nasty bump

on the head.



Don't think...

Concentrate on

your breathing.
In... Out...

In... Out...

I fear...

No!

In... Out...

In... Out...



So, in essence, if we

want to take a sample

of this species along,

it's this clan.

Yes. And we don't have time to

debate it for long because the

other clans have started

attacking the Fots.
Fots?

That's how I'd voice the way

the pilot referred to that

clan.

It

doesn't

make sense,

I know.

And how would

you voice the

name of their

species?

Um... Abilostrof?`
Fair enough,

let's use that

for now.

But that's

not all.



The clan that will fill

the power gap the Fots

will leave behind, is

chosen by the

interstellar

travellers. Us?

Not directly. It's more

like... the clan which

has the traveller as

a guest. What

nonsense.

It's a lot more

complicated and

subtle than that,

believe me.

There are still two

of my people down

there.

Indeed.

And that seems to be the problem.

Some feel capturing a traveller

doesn't count. The Fots clearly

disagrees. Assuming Fifth Reid's still

alive, the clan who found him has

the strongest claims.

Survival chances on

Fifths Reid and Cwic? 74,3% and 98,2%.
Right. That makes our

course of action clear.

My

department.



In... Out...

In... O-! In...

Out...

In...

Out...

In...

Out...

?

?

Deaf?
In...

Out...



Perhaps my thoughts

are safe in this multitude

of people.

I wonder

where they're

going...



I guess that's the leader

they want to assassinate.
Err...



Eh?!

follow me!
Come!

don't stay!



And that's

how!

No.

How else am I supposed to extract

my people with those Abilostrof being

able to manipulate our minds?

`



You're Diplomacy!

Convince the

Council!

History will never

agree, not in a time

frame that matters, in

any case. They'll

remind you of the '29

riots.

Why do we still have

these remotes, then?

Because Tech will

make very sure that

they have a One to

vote against if any

One wants to destroy

them.

I know.

What about

the other way

round? What do you

mean?

Have a subset of P-AI

ride your people's

exoskeleton. Block a-

typical behaviour.



Not sure I like

the idea of my suit

having control over

my actions.

I like the idea

of those Abilostrof

having control over

my mind even less.

`
... Good point.



We go

this way.

You know

where to

go?

That alien

pilot gave a

detailed

ground plan.

You really need to start reading

your memo's, you know.

Underground

plan.
{snort} Concentration,

please.



Fifth...
Oof!

Easy there. We were warned

this could happen.
Listen to me.

Concentrate on my voice.



Er...

How are

you?

Please make

it stop.

Make what

stop?

A child...

wailing.

{whimper}

Come on!

Help me!

?



Oh, they're marsupials! Interesting

word...

Means they carry their children in a pouch.

Oh,

right.

Help me

bandage that

hand.

You can

hear it

wail?

You don't?

No.

And the shouting

of the people

getting injured

down there?

Their death

cries?

Nope.

Nothing.

Nothing.

Let's get you home.



Oh.



Wait. What...?



We would like

to travel with you.

humbly request

join

Err... sure.

Hop in.



I was mistaken

in thinking you were

representative

for your people.

wrongly assumed

didn't know

a good sample

the humans

Ungh...

Fifth?

HH... HH... HH...

Oh.

She asks if it's okay with you

if I speak for her. ...
Yes. I'd prefer it

over a... direct

conversation.



"Thank you for saving

my grandchild." Your... ?
Oh. Right.

"May I have her?"

Er. Yes.

Of course.

"Abilostrof children

are born with an...

um... open,

unprotected mind."

`

"This way, she is sheltered,

her mind is kept intact,

protected from the onslaught

of everyone's thoughts."

I can relate to that...



"When children grow

a consciousness,

they are taught to

protect their mind."

"Non-telepaths

are like untaught

children. You can

learn the same

thing."

Let's hope

that's true.

All right.

All teams are

back, no more

Abilostrof wanting

a lift.

`

Buckle up,

I'm taking us to

the Solar Wind.



The Solar Wind

parking bay.

?

Hm.



<Welcome home,

Iarla.>

<Thanks,

Samantha.>

<How... are you?>

<My mind.

It feels ripped

to pieces.>

<Small

ones.>

<It will

heal.>

<Somehow,

I don't think

so.>

<It always does.>

<This is different.> <How so?> <I can learn, can't I.>

<I see...?>



...

<Please keep talking. I can't

bear being alone in my head.>

...

<There's a kid who kept

querying for you while

you were planet side.

A gen-pres who could

use a friend.>

<No.> <It's too soon

after... Tabitha.>

<It's not 'soon',

and you need one too.>

<Have I ever been wrong?>

<Of course, like that time with

the ice cream and...>

<Afterwards.>

<No. Indeed.>

<All right,

then.>



The Council of

Ones is meeting. They're blocking any shuttle

moving away from the Solar

Wind.

Even the ones to

survey the system.
Even those.

Well. Security's been given

priority for the mind blocking

training. There aren't many pilots

among them,

are there.

How's the

training coming

along?

It's progressing fine.

Most have mastered

the shielding part,

so that the

Abilostrof can't read

their mind without

agreement, but

blocking the mind

control's proving to

need more practice.

`



If they do not want us

to chart their system,

we should honour their

request.

You have got to

be kidding me!

We're at the edge

of a densely starred area,

there's bound to be

interesting stuff in the next

system too. And it's only five

years travel away.

There's

plenty of

research to

do on the

Abilostrof

that did join

us.

`

Even though they

could only bring

the clothes on

their back.

It's a genetically

viable population.

That's all that

matters.



The Solar Wind breaks orbit

from the Abilostrof adoptive

planet without much ado...

... setting course to

the next promising

star system.



This is often the point at which the history lesson is interrupted

by a student arguing against the usage of Earth years to describe

Solar Wind events, as it has always used metric time keeping.



Time keeping aboard the solar wind.

Because keeping in sync with Earth time keeping would be hopeless in

any case with due to relativistic effects and me not feeling too much

like worrying about that, I felt that the Solar Wind could just as

well switch to metric time keeping to make things easier.

It gives things at the same time a sciency and an alienating effect.

This is how the powers of ten seconds roughly map to Earth time:

100s = 1m 40s

1.000s = 16m 40s

10.000s = 02h 46m 40s

100.000s = 27h 46m 40s

1.000.000s = 11 days 13h 46m 40s

10.000.000s = 115 days 17h 46m 40s

100.000.000s = 3 years 89 days 09h 46m 40s

1.000.000.000s = 31 years 259 days 01h 46m 40s

10.000.000.000s = 317 years 35 days 17h 46m 40s

This 100s can be used as a minute, and the kilosecond's a nice

substitute for the quarter of an hour.

Over two hours and three quarters as substitute for an hour is

pretty long, but people can use half of this unit easily. The problem

is that there's no official name for 104 of something. Luckily, there's

an obsolete one, so the Solar Wind uses the myriasecond as a kind

of hour.

A 27 hour day is long, and I don't know if humans can deal with that.

But if they can't there's plenty of sci-fi excuses to make up like

pills, genetic manipulation or the medical monitor to take care of it.

The Solar Wind population as they are now has adapted just fine, you

can take my word for it.

Next is the megasecond, which is a week of 10 days. 10 megaseconds

result in a season, 10 seasons make up for a year, and 10 years make

a gigasecond which is just under 32 years and matches a generation

nicely. Pretty elegant, don't you think?

And 100 years are a century. At least there's something familiar in

this timekeeping, even though a Solar Wind century takes over three

Earth centuries.
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